Press Release

Kalfire is introducing new gas fireplaces for design fans
Double-sided fireplaces and room dividers with an innovative design

Belfeld, 6 January 2020 – Having a warm home is essential during the winter months. The fireplace is
the perfect spot in the home where people gather to enjoy the warmth. Kalfire, a Dutch manufacturer
of high-quality gas and wood fires, is launching a series of stylish gas fires that create a cosy
atmosphere in the home during winter’s dark days.
Fireplaces are often the focal point of the lounge, and that is why the design is an essential feature.
Enjoy having a fire with a natural feel in your lounge with Kalfire’s four new Gas Prestige (GP)
fireplaces. These gas fireplaces enhance interiors, thanks to their original designs that are custom
made for the room.

Realistic flame effect
Kalfire’s double-sided fireplaces are specially designed to show the fire from both sides. Double-sided
fireplaces, also known as the see-through fireplaces, can be integrated into any interior. The latest
series of double-sided fireplace designs are the GP110/59T and GP110/79T.
The larger windows in the two new double-sided types create a unique designer fireplace in this range,
with a view of the flames from every corner of the room. Prestige fireplaces also have a burner system
that shows the flames emerging from the logs, just like a real wood fire.
‘The flame effect of the latest series of gas fires is based on a natural image, so that you can
experience the feeling of a real fire,’ says Beijko van Melick, CEO of Kalfire. ‘We want to connect
people, with themselves and with one another, and with an environmentally friendly fire. That is why
we are committed every day to creating innovative solutions and designs, so that we can achieve our
mission.’

Gas fireplaces as room dividers
Kalfire has also designed a new series of room dividers. The advantage of having a fireplace as a room
divider is that you can use it to separate larger rooms. You can also see the flames from all corners of
the room. The latest GP115/75R and GP115/55R have three different ‘around the corner’ options: in
addition to the standard rear wall, they now offer a rear and sidewall option (left or right). This makes it
possible for the fireplace to extend out from a corner, for instance in an L-shaped room. This
innovative option means that you can enjoy the flame effect from several angles in the room.

The new fireplaces offer even more design options, with some of the designs including an integrated
television. They also offer the option of connecting to home automation. Depending on the system,
the fireplace can be turned on and off and the flames can be adjusted using home automation.
These new fireplaces have already been given the Iconic Award for innovative interiors. The designs
from the new series are available from now on at Kalfire dealers.

Specifications
GP110/59T and GP110/79T
Hybrid LED feature
Natural spark generator
Non-reflective glass
Convection casing
Convection package
iMatch interface
Home automation interface
CE certified
GP115/55R and GP115/75R
Hybrid LED feature
Natural spark generator
Convection casing
Convection package
Wall bracket
Mantle iron
iMatch interface
CE certified
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